
Press release: Public Service Mutuals
receive £1m funding boost

The fund follows the launch of the successful Mutuals Support Programme in
January. This fund provided 12 organisations with support to set up or grow
as Public Service Mutuals.

Tracey Crouch, Minister for Sport and Civil Society, said:

We want to support the development, growth and sustainability of
mutuals. Our funding boost has already enabled dozens of
organisations to flourish.

This next round will strengthen our commitment and allow many
institutions, staff, and their customers, to benefit from more
independence, faster decision-making and less bureaucracy in the
future.

To apply for funding email the Mutuals Team at the Department for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport on: mutuals@culture.gov.uk.

Funding will be open until 17.00hrs on Friday 29 June.

ENDS

NOTES TO EDITORS

Public service mutuals are organisations that have left the public sector but
continue delivering public services.

To apply for support from this programme you must currently, or intend to,
fulfil our definition of a Public Service Mutual, which is an organisation
that: i) has left the public sector (also known as ‘spinning out’) ii)
continues to deliver public services and aims to have a positive social
impact iii) has a significant degree of staff influence or control in the way
it is run.

If you’re an existing mutual, you must be in your first five years of
operation, or delivering your original or extended contract which has not
been retendered, or both.

You must be able to demonstrate how support from this programme will help
your organisation grow or diversify its operations.

All applicants will be required to demonstrate their commitment to their
project and the mutual model by providing matched funding, in cash, towards
the support needed.
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News story: New research into funding
for adult social care published

The Review of Adult Social Care Relative Needs Formulae was commissioned and
funded by the Department of Health and Social Care in 2012. It was produced
by the University of Kent, the London School of Economics, and LG Futures.

The research was commissioned to:

look at changes in the mix of services local authorities provide to
their residents with care needs
reflect improvements in data collection and statistical methods

The research proposes a new formula to be used within the local government
finance settlement.

It will be considered as part of the government’s review of local
authorities’ relative needs and resources, which is led by the Ministry of
Housing, Communities and Local Government.

The research includes separate formulae for dividing budgets for 4 specific
aspects of the Care Act. These are:

deferred payment agreements
early assessments for the cap on care costs
extension to the means test
cap on care costs

These formulae were commissioned in 2012 and may need to be revised to
reflect the outcome of the forthcoming green paper on adult social care.

News story: Wales and South West
England’s joint innovation strengths
highlighted in a new index produced by
Data City

A new UK Tech Innovation Index available today(6 June) shows that South Wales
and the South West of England have significant strengths across a range of
sectors including AI and Data, Clean Growth, Advanced Manufacturing and
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Ageing Society.

The index, produced by Data City also illustrates for the first time a
significant overlap of activity clusters between the regions, with Bristol,
Cardiff and Newport showing especially strong links to each other.

The index shows the most active innovation communities in the UK by
categories, captured in an online map. It goes beyond standard pre-determined
geographies, enabling it to reveal previously unseen vital business and
academic links across cities and county boundaries, and demonstrating that
innovation communities are often made up of groups of cities or conurbations.

Wales and the South West of England tend to produce significantly overlapping
clusters across the whole index. The cluster around Bristol, Cardiff and
Newport ranks 5th overall representing 5% of all activity in the UK, with a
strong contribution from business activity.

Secretary of State for Wales Alun Cairns said:

This report demonstrates the value of the connectivity which is
already underway between South Wales and the South West.

In Bristol, Newport and Cardiff we have thriving digital and
advanced manufacturing sectors, and our universities and higher
education institutions have strong connections with industry and
business on both sides of the Severn.

By abolishing tolls on the Severn Crossings by the end of this
year, not only will regular commuters generate annual savings of
around £1,400 but we will witness the expansion of this already
flourishing growth corridor spanning South Wales to Bristol and
beyond.

The Severn Crossings will no longer be a barrier to cross-border
economic growth, but will represent a positive symbol for economic
vibrancy flowing both ways between South Wales and the South West
of England.

The top 10 overall clusters across all sectors are shown below, including the
percentage of activity in the UK as a whole:

Top 10 clusters and activity percentage

London, Luton (21.5%)1.
Birmingham, Coventry (7.3%)2.
Manchester, Stoke, Burnley (6.4%)3.
Reading, Aldershot, Slough (5.0%)4.
Bristol, Cardiff, Newport (5.0%)5.
Oxford, Northampton, Milton Keynes (4.7%)6.
Leicester, Nottingham (4.7%)7.
Leeds, Sheffield, Bradford, Barnsley, Huddersfield, Wakefield (4.7%)8.
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Romford, Dartford (4.0%)9.
Edinburgh, Dundee (3.9%)10.

This new index has also been developed using not just business activity, but
the influence, specialisms and location of universities and other academic
institutions, and the concentration of events and networking opportunities in
an area.

The index is published by Data City (thedatacity.com), with support from the
Open Data Institute (ODI). The project is part of the ODI’s innovation
programme, a three-year, £6m programme to support and build upon the UK’s
strengths in data and data analytics, funded by Innovate UK, the UK’s
innovation agency.

Tom Forth, Head of Data at ODI Leeds, who led the project,
explains how it is different from other pieces of innovation
research. He says:

With this index, we are providing an evidence base for better-
informed decisions within the UK Government and beyond, and are
sharing many of our methods and documenting the datasets we use so
that others can benefit from them.

Our new approach covers more of the UK, and by using many times
more data points we have found and measured more clusters of
innovation, and more of them away from cities. With millions of
rows of data, and thousands more rows being added every week, we no
longer classify businesses and events by hand, we use machine-
learning techniques instead. We are also explaining what would be
possible if more data were available to us in the future, in the
hope that it will be.

We believe this information will help private investors looking to
invest in companies, existing businesses looking to expand,
national government departments looking to assign investment and
local and regional governments looking to assign funding locally or
make a case for inward investment to their regions.

Jeni Tennison, CEO at the Open Data Institute, said:

This new index gives a bird’s eye view of innovation networks
across the UK in 2018, providing not only an interactive online
tool but regularly updated open datasets that others can use and
explore.

The index can be used to inform policy makers, investors and
businesses about innovation across the UK, showing where there are
active tech communities in different sectors, and where there are
gaps. It also demonstrates how new sources of data can be brought



together to cast a different light on innovation in the UK. By
making the methodology and data open, we hope others can build on
this work.

To read the index in full, visit the Data City website.

Press release: New power to target
hostile state activity

The government has today introduced new legislation to Parliament to give
police new powers to investigate hostile state activity at the border.

The measure, announced by the Prime Minister following the attack in
Salisbury, forms part of the Counter-Terrorism and Border Security Bill.

Using the new power, the police or dedicated immigration or customs officers
will be able to stop, question, search and detain an individual at a port,
airport or border area to determine whether he or she is, or has been,
engaged in hostile activity.

Home Secretary, Sajid Javid said:

We judge that it was highly likely that the Russian state carried
out the appalling attack in Salisbury which demonstrates why the
police need robust powers to investigate, identify and challenge
those acting against our interests.

This is a necessary and proportionate response to the threat and
will, of course, be subject to strict safeguards and robust
oversight to assure its proper use.

The power will be subject to robust oversight by the Investigatory Powers
Commissioner Sir Adrian Fulford and the bill includes provisions for
safeguards to protect legally privileged and journalistic material.

The UK faces a sustained threat from hostile state actors seeking to
undermine national security in a variety of ways, including espionage and, as
the attack in Salisbury made clear, violence against individuals.

As announced in the government’s strengthened counter-terrorism strategy, the
legislation will also introduce a variety of new laws to respond to the
unprecedented terrorist threat, allowing earlier intervention to disrupt
terrorism. These include:
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amending certain terrorism offences to update them for the digital age,
to reflect contemporary patterns of radicalisation and to close gaps in
their scope
strengthening the sentencing framework for terrorism-related offences
and the power for managing terrorist offenders following their release
from custody, including by increasing the maximum penalty for certain
offences, to ensure that the punishment properly reflects the crime and
to better prevent re-offending
strengthening the powers of the police to prevent terrorism and
investigate terrorist offences

The bill will also amend the Reinsurance (Acts of Terrorism) Act 1993 so that
the government-backed terrorism reinsurer, Pool Re, can extend its business
interruption cover to include losses that are not contingent on physical
damage to commercial property.

News story: Testing connected and
autonomous vehicles: apply for funding

The Centre for Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CCAV) – with Meridian
Mobility and Innovate UK – has up to £30 million for projects that help make
the UK the most effective connected and autonomous vehicle development
ecosystem in the world.

Businesses and research organisations can apply into 2 competitions that
support the testing of connected and autonomous vehicles and progress their
development.

Market opportunities
Connected and autonomous vehicles are a rapidly developing technology area.
They offer potentially huge economic and social benefits – but in leveraging
this we need to make sure that safety, security and privacy are not
compromised.

By funding the infrastructure that supports these vehicles, we will help
industry to develop safe, efficient systems for moving goods and people
around.

These competitions are part of Meridian Mobility’s self-driving vehicle
development programme, which is designed to support cutting-edge connected
and autonomous vehicle development infrastructure in the UK.

Find out about Meridian Mobility and its mission.
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For more about government’s investment in connected and autonomous vehicles
and the activity of CCAV go to the collection page.

Read the press release about the launch of the competitions.

Connected vehicles data exchange
In the first competition, there is up to £5 million for one project that
supports the sharing and trading of data generated by infrastructure,
connected or autonomous vehicles or other third parties.

The proposed platform will need to:

cope with increasing volumes of data and new data formats
be accessible and appropriate for users

Applications for projects should:

demonstrate a clear routes to commercial viability and sustainable
business model
demonstrate best practice in data ethics, security and privacy standards
compliance, including General Data Protection Regulation
demonstrate the use of cutting-edge technology, such as blockchain
generate or use real world data
represent the target environment in the UK and other appropriate global
markets
include suitable hardware for the platforms and services that will
support connected and autonomous vehicle deployment
contribute to a data working group that will inform and influence policy
and standards
support integration and collaboration across UK’s connected and
autonomous vehicle ecosystem
where applicable, demonstrate that you have consulted road owner
operators

Autonomous highway, rural roads and parking
There is up to £25 million in the second competition. This is for up to 6
projects for facilities to support the testing of connected and autonomous
vehicles for highways, rural roads and parking.

We are seeking projects across 4 themes. The amount you can get will depend
on the area you are applying into. These are:

controlled test environments that represent highways and the common
features of road junctions. We are looking to fund one facility in this
area
continuous public test environments, including highways and rural roads,
which connect to existing urban test sites. We will fund one to 2
environments
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controlled parking test environments that are realistic and
representative of current and future infrastructure for automated
parking. We will fund one facility in this area
public parking test environments for autonomous vehicle parking. We will
fund one to 2 environments

Projects must be carried out in a defined geographical area that covers parts
of the West Midlands through to the South East. Facilities may be located
anywhere in this area including:

Coventry
Royal Leamington Spa
Stratford-upon-Avon
Northampton
Milton Keynes
Oxford
Luton
London
Reading
Croydon
Guildford

You may still be eligible if your proposed facility falls just outside of the
defined area. Contact customer support service at Innovate UK, part of UK
Research and Innovation, on support@innovateuk.ukri.org or 0300 321 4357 to
discuss.

Competition information
the competition is open, and the deadline for registrations is at midday
on 29 August 2018
a UK-based business or research organisation must lead the project and
collaborate with other partners
for the connected vehicles data exchange competition, projects should
have total costs of up to 10 million and start before March 2019
for the autonomous highway, rural roads and parking test facilities
competition, projects should have total costs between £1 million and £20
million and start before March 2019
businesses could attract up to 50% of their project costs
applications that build on and complement existing operational
facilities are preferred
if your application meets the quality threshold you will be invited to
interview in October 2018
a briefing event will be held on 11 June 2018
you will need to sign up to the Meridian Mobility Charter in order to
start a project

Find out more and apply with a connected vehicles data exchange project.
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Find out more and apply with an autonomous highway, rural roads and parking
test facility project.
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